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Fighting Spirits, Sandra Stoddard

Alan Eccleston points out that some linguistic scholars
believe the root ‘lig’ in the word ‘religion’ means to pay
attention, to give care; and he suggests that a religious
attitude is that which is careful to pay full attention to
people and things in the process of learning to love them.
This Sunrise of Wonder, Michael Mayne

Fire at Heartbeet
Last night the new, not yet finished
house at Heartbeet burned to the
ground. No one was injured. The house
was roughly 85% finished and had
been named ‘Sophia’ – it would have
been finished and ready to move into
sometime in March. It seems to have
been a chimney fire, but the exact
cause will still have to be determined.
This is of course a terrible setback for
the community but at least no one was
harmed and everyone is safe.
Richard Neal
Heartbeet is a vibrant young Camphill
Community in Vermont, about five
hours north of Copake. The house was
to be ready for occupancy in a couple
of months. It is very sad!
Margit Metraux

Vietnam
Celebratory birthdays
for March – April 2013
Becoming 96
Mary Hobson, Simeon Houses............................ 18 April
Becoming 90
Irma Roehling, Camphill Farm, Hermanus........... 27 April
Becoming 85
Johannes Surkamp, Ochil Tower........................16 March
Kilian Harrington, Minnesota.............................16 March
Helen Zipperlin, Kimberton Hills......................... 25 April
Becoming 80
Karin von Schilling, Johannesburg.....................18 March
Nora Bock, Camphill Schools.............................. 17 April
Becoming 75
Graham McBride, Camphill West Coast S. Africa....30 March
Monika Knuffmann, Lehenhof............................... 6 April
Elizabeth Wider, Perceval.................................... 22 April
Becoming 70
Patricia Clugston, The Grange............................21 March
Helen Boggs, Camphill West Coast, S. Africa.....28 March
Nick Blitz, Camphill Communities Ireland.........30 March
Yvonne Mego, Camphill Farm Hermanus, S. Africa.... 3 April
Mette Berger, Vallersund Gård............................... 7 April
Spencer Barthorpe, Newton Dee Village................ 8 April
Congratulations to Elnis Fuerst of Clanabogan who
celebrated his 70th birthday on the 18 February,
unfortunately we did not know of his birthday in time for
the New Year edition.
Also congratulations to Jenny and Colin Tanser, now in
Devon, who both celebrated their 70th birthdays on 31
December 2012 and 5 January 2013 respectively.
Marianne Gorge moved from Ringwood to Simeon
Houses just before Christmas; and Moira Murray (75 on 4
July) from Newton Dee will soon be moving (or has now
moved?) to Simeon Houses.
Sandra Stoddard sandrastoddard@gmail.com
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In defence of a way of life
An excerpt

Ann Hoyland, Oaklands Park, England
Festivals
For many people with learning disabilities it is difficult to
become orientated in time and space. The celebration of
the festivals happening regularly year after year are signposts that help people to find their way through life and
the year with increasing confidence. To quote Dr König: “If
mankind were to give up celebrating the festivals (whether
Christian or non-Christian) the life of the earth would
gradually fall into decay and die. It is no exaggeration to
say this, it is the truth. The festivals are seeds for the future,
germs of the spirit. They are as necessary as any other form
of rejuvenation in the dying earth existence.”
Over the years one gradually makes the festivals one’s
own. There is little benefit if we only ‘do it for them’, i.e.
children or villagers. Perhaps that is how it begins, but
one has to be prepared to change oneself if celebration
of the festivals is going to be anything but a superficial
entertainment. Hanging a picture of Michael on the wall
at Michaelmas means nothing unless there is some commitment behind it.

in a subtle way one can tune in to people’s joys and sorrows, wishes and hopes, aches, pains and anxieties. One
can truly know one another and thus can have a mutual
respect for one another – warts and all. In this age when
we are no longer (officially) allowed to give someone a
hug if they need it I am treading on dangerous ground. Can
you imagine going through life without anyone knowing
you well enough to give you a hug? I know which way of
knowing I would prefer.
Nowadays one hears people referring to staff as ‘my
carer’ rather than using their name. The trouble is of course
that there are so many different people in and out of the
house that some folk haven’t a chance to learn everyone’s
name. Therefore, they have all become ‘my carer’. How
institutional is that? There was a time when everyone knew
everyone else’s name. And not only their name but the
person inside as well.

Young co-workers
Camphill has always had an abundance of young coChoice
workers (they have suddenly become ‘guest volunteers’).
Whatever they are called, these young people come usuAs we all know ‘client choice’ is one of the fashionable
ally for a year from Korea, Turkey, Israel, the Philippines,
buzz phrases of the moment. My contention is that choice
Brazil, Germany, France, Portugal to name just a few of
has been trivialised to something like ‘what flavour crisps
their nationalities. They don’t come with
would you like?’
an NVQ but they bring a breath of fresh air
One far from trivial choice that used to be
with their different cultures, gifts, experiavailable to people who were looking to the
ence and backgrounds. What a pleasure it
possibility of joining a Camphill community
is every so often to sit down to a Korean or
was that they could decide if they wanted a
a Turkish meal, or even a pasta meal cooked
conventional way of life or something rather
by a real live Italian who really knows how
different – i.e. Camphill. Some of course
to cook pasta and what to put with it. Also
chose a care home in their community or
they do fun things with people, like dancing
an independent flat. Others chose, with
from their own country, or playing outdoor
the help of people who cared for them and
games, preparing Halloween that we oldies
knew them best, Camphill. This was a lifefeel a bit jaded about these days. With the
style choice taken with a seriousness with
major festivals their contribution is invaluthe help of visits both for a day here and
able. Some can play a musical instrument;
there followed by a longer visit of two or
others sing or perhaps even dance. In the
three weeks and a six month probationary
houses and workshops they have always
period. So there was plenty of opportunity
joined in everything with good will. It has
for a change of mind if it wasn’t what was
been for them a complete way of life which
wanted. The residents identified with their
they entered into with the gusto and enthusiown particular workshop and house comasm of the young. They really learned to live
munity, and were involved with the day to
with people with all that entails. They were
day running of them which again entailed
given help and guidance from the more exsome serious choices form time to time.
perienced co-workers, and gradually as time
Living with and knowing one another
went by they took on more responsibility as
they matured into the work.
There are different ways of knowing a perNo, they don’t come with an NVQ but
son. One way is when a member of staff
the very fact of them being here so far away
comes on duty he or she looks at the care
from home for their gap year demonstrates
plan and throughout the shift ticks all the
that they are mostly intelligent young people
right boxes for what someone on high has
full of initiative, interest and good will and
decreed that person needs. Another way is
with the right guidance quickly learned
to live with people, to work and have fun
on the job. I was sometimes astounded at
together, to go out and about together and
the maturity, common sense, motivation
to let them get to know me; and above all
and commitment of some of these young
to share meals which we have prepared
Sculpture made at
people and of course they took away with
together. It is so often at meal times that
Clanabogan Wood Workshop
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them the values and perhaps more enlightened attitude
towards people with special needs than they find in their
own countries – particularly those coming from the eastern
European countries. What a gift to the world.
Behold a sower went out to sow; and it came to pass,
as he sowed, some fell by the wayside, and the fowls
of the air came and devoured it up. And some fell
on stony ground, where it had not much earth; and
immediately it sprang up, because it had no depth of
earth. But when the sun was up, it was scorched; and
because it had no root it withered away. And some fell
among thorns, and the thorns grew up, and choked it,
and it yielded no fruit.
And other fell on good ground, and did yield fruit
that sprang up and increased; and it brought forth fruit,
some thirty, and some sixty and some a hundredfold.
Surely some of these deeds grown in the good rich compost
of Camphill have increased a hundredfold, and have been
taken and planted in a myriad of places by some of these
young people. Now a shift system is in operation, and so
it has become a job rather than way of life; a very different
experience. There is even talk of us having fewer and fewer
such people since how can we put him or her in a house
where everyone else is employed and with very little idea
or (in some cases) interest in the Camphill way of life? It
is much safer to employ someone from the neighbouring
town with the appropriate NVQ and an expectation to tick
all the boxes. Sadly, with the best will in the world they
won’t be able to bring the diversity which has enriched
our lives for so many years.
Education of co-workers has become training. We can
tick more and more boxes in the drive towards compliance to the deluge of rules and regulations in which we
are desperately trying to swim, but what of the spaces
between? Employed care workers are given no education
about the Camphill way of life and therefore have no idea
where the people they care for are coming from, so some
of the houses feel very much like very ordinary care homes.
They have lost their uniqueness. They have lost heir heart
and soul. In many cases we can tick the box but have lost
the point.

Perspective
Apropos the diminution of respect for people’s heritage I
am reminded of another incident. One of our more articulate residents went to a training course about ‘keeping safe’.
After the event she came to tell me about it. She said “do
you know that in the old Camphill we were all abused?”
When I recovered from the initial shock I asked her what
she meant and could she give me an example. She told
me that she used to share a room when was in Botton. That

was thirty
years ago
when most
people in
this country had less
space than
we expect
n o w. A t
that time
her possible alternative
– as with
so many
people –
would have
been in a so
called ‘subnormality hospital’ sleeping
in a world of perhaps thirty people
with the beds almost touching, with
no personal possessions, no privacy, no
occupation, expected to
drink out of tin mugs – which
Clanabogan
meant that only cold or lukewarm
sculpture
drinks were available in case they burnt
their tongues. The staff of course had china cups
and saucers. I know, I have been there, I was a ward sister
in such a ward for a year – which is one reason that I came
to Camphill. That by any standards was abuse but I do
not accept that this lady’s experience was. When I asked
her if she liked the person with whom she shared a room
she answered “Oh yes we got on well together.” And of
course around this shared bedroom she had a rich social
cultural life. She was a very talented crafts person so she
also had a meaningful working life in which she took a real
pride. This is an assumption made by someone who did
not understand that this woman had a richness of life that
she probably wouldn’t have been able to find anywhere
else. Sharing a bedroom with some one she liked seems
a small price to pay.

Ann has lived in Camphill for many years, mostly in
Scotland. She is now retired. If you would like a copy
of the complete version of this article please contact
Ann at nanannahoy@gmail.com

The call of the wind
Sandra Stoddard, Aberdeen, Scotland

W

hen I become restless in the north I turn my face to
the south and listen to the wind call to find out where
I must go. An image comes to me of peace, warmth and
sociability in a corner of Cape Town where I look forward
to meeting people I know. The peace pours from a building,
a church, where also lives knowledge of the spirit. So with
great enthusiasm I fly south like the swallow and land in the
midst of this warm human flock who gather in the space of
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this church and share their peace, joys and knowledge for
a time. I know that their interests, themes and knowledge of
the spirit will be the same as mine, and that they will listen
and receive my knowledge, interests and open questions.
For several years this place, the Christian Community
Church at Plumstead, has been the centre of my travels
and visits, returning to find a quiet place to lay my head.
At the centre of this quiet place stands the priest, Richard

Goodall, and his helper, Marilize, who work to spin the
web to gather in the human congregation within which
Richard can work.
When I landed this time in February I immediately noticed an extra building next to the church. Something new!
It fitted in behind the trees, a warm-looking building with
open doors and curtains at the windows – even a family of
guinea fowl scratching among the grass. I soon found out
that these were the new homes of two retired ladies, Lia
Gabler and Jacquie Frylinck, who had taken the opportunity to live within the shelter of the church. Very quickly
they found me and I was invited to visit and share supper
and conversation. And what history and knowledge they
both shared! I could listen fascinated day after day as the
life stories of these two ladies poured out into my willing
ears, and in response I shared my life with them.
Inside their individual homes live all their personal and
beautiful furniture, lovely china collected over many years,
and all the effects which add to create one’s own home.
With two bedrooms and a large sitting/dining room in
each apartment – two in one building – one had the idea
of a creative space in which to move, sit, eat and talk at
leisure. Lia brought the white cloths and sparkling china
to create an attractive supper table, Jacquie brought the
refreshing juice and tasty food to tempt us to sit together
and eat whilst we talked – or was it the other way round?
Many visitors to Cape Town have stayed at the Christian
Community Church in Plumstead where there are two
small self-contained flats at very reasonable cost. The
rooms are cool and quiet, a shelter on a hot South African
summer’s day when the temperatures can be well into the
30’s. The railway station is nearby and to visit the beaches
or Cape Town one can just jump on a train going either
way and within half an hour you can be at either destination. The end of the line is Simon’s Town with Boulder’s
Beach not far away – there you can swim with penguins!
Also near to the Church are interesting shops and small
supermarkets for fresh food, fruits, drinks and melktert.
Melktert is a very tasty local recipe, delicate and ‘moreish’ upon which I can happily live for weeks on end
whilst staying in the area. Next to the supermarket is a
great craft shop where you can get all you need if you are

planning to travel out to the country to teach workshops
in fabric painting and dyeing, or any other craft in which
the friends at Camphill Hermanus might be interested.
For that is what I do after a self-imposed holiday visiting the beaches, swimming with the penguins, trawling
around the African markets looking for special hand
crafted gifts out of wood or stone – ah-h, malachite!
At the other end of the railway line is Cape Town, a famous
city loved by all the rainbow people, with many wellknown landmarks around the city depicting the changes
and milestones of its chequered history through the ages,
wherein lives a very special atmosphere. Above all this
busy movement stands the implacable and immoveable
Table Mountain which you are encouraged to either climb
or fly up using a cable car, and at the top you can walk
and look over the sea for miles – especially exciting when
there is a storm with lightning far out at sea. There is even
an old fashioned phone box from which you can call the
family far away, get your mother out of her bed, saying,
“Hi Mum, I’m up Table Mountain!”
When I left I knew I would miss my two new friends in
the little house next to the church, but they may be the
means to bring me back sooner than I might have planned;
and, apart from that, I want to see the next house with two
apartments which is planned for 2013 – occupants already
waiting to move in. What an interesting and active little
community they will become – with more to grow as time
goes on around the shelter of the church.
From there I went to Hermanus Camphill Farm Community to stay with a dear friend and co-worker, Irma
Roehling, for many years the backbone of the Camphill
School as a most excellent curative teacher. Irma will be
ninety this year on April 27, and no doubt will receive
good wishes and love from friends all over the world,
many of whom lived and experienced the spirit and work
ethos of a Camphill community living within a difficult
and changing environment. While accompanying Irma I
give lively and enjoyable fabric painting workshops to the
residents, many of whom I knew as children years ago – a
great experience in watching the development of varying
and interesting individuals from this vast rainbow nation.
Thank you for allowing me to stay with you.

Presenting their African sun paintings in Hermanus

Sandra was taught the sun
painting technique
which is very popular with
the residents by Susanne
Dörflinger, who used to run
Novalis House in South Africa
with her husband Freddie.
Sandra used to live and work
both at Hermanus School
Community and Cresset
House during the 1970s
and 80s before moving to
Scotland. Now she continues
teaching crafts and helping in
the Karl König Archive.
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Labor relations in Camphill communities
William McClain, Stuttgart, Germany
Introduction
As anthroposophical communities, Camphill considers the
social philosophy of Rudolf Steiner as a leading point of
departure for their life and work as a community. However,
as care providers, employers, and members of external
cultural, economic, and legal spheres, they must increasingly consider the demands of the time in forming their
internal institutions and systems of governance. Relevant at
the moment is the question of labor relations in Camphill.
Questions arise as to what extent such a fundamental component of shared community – the relations of labor – can
be changed without resulting in fundamental changes to
the nature and form of the Camphill community. These
questions can be captured by considering to what extent
the needs of members in the Camphill community (here
all those who perform labor for the community, including
those with special needs or without compensation) are met
by the labor of the community rather than by the financial
resources of the community.
This essay considers the social vision of Rudolf Steiner
that labor relations must develop which replace financial
compensation with an exchange of work-for-work (see The
Renewal of the Social Organism, ‘On Real Interest in our
Fellow Men’) in relation to the economic and legal institutions necessitated by the times for Camphill organizations.
It is argued that the Camphill community’s striving towards
meeting the needs of fellow community members through
the exchange of work-for-work is in line with the purpose
of providing care, education, and accommodation to
individuals with special needs and can be stimulated and
developed by alternative economic and legal institutions
for separating and accounting for the financial resources
required to meet community members’ needs (e.g. employment, salary, contracts).
The anthroposophical vision of labor
Crucial to Steiner’s social philosophy is the ordering and
understanding of the threefold social organism. Rather than
a prescriptive method for structuring society, the threefold
nature represents the fundamental archetype of social
organization. As such, the development of economic,
legal, and cultural spheres within Camphill communities
has less to do with directly constructing these spheres
through institutional arrangements,
but rather becoming conscious of
how these spheres develop out of
and in relation to social arrangements. Thinking of labor relations
in this sense, it is more important to
consider how community members’
labor is related to each separate
sphere rather than attempting to
develop a singular institutional arrangement for integrating the economic, legal, and cultural nature of
labor. Institutional arrangements that
define social relationships to labor
will be integrated into the threefold
social organism, even when not
consciously developed in light of it.
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From Steiner’s social philosophy anthroposophists look
into the future where labor is considered to hold value
tacitly, allowing a good deal of value to exchange between
social relationships through labor rather than financial
compensation. True interest in our fellow man and knowledge of his actions allows work to be exchanged for work
and the community to meet its needs through labor rather
than through financial exchanges. In the ‘real world’ such
an arrangement seems utopian, in that it is difficult to imagine a time when I could walk to my local supermarket and
take the food I need only on the grounds that I have worked
somewhere else in exchange for it! But it is utopian only to
the extent that the institutional arrangements that exist at
present do not allow labor relations to be exercised in such
a way. In Camphill, we find one such social organization
that seeks to realize this possibility.

The exchange of labor in Camphill
In the model of community that Camphill represents, an
attempt is made to create the social conditions necessary
for labor relations to develop that realize work-for-work
exchanges out of true interest in our fellow man. The work
that is exchanged within Camphill meets the needs of both
co-workers and those with special needs. The fundamental
arrangement of the Camphill community is to integrate
those with special needs into a society which is designed
to be ‘normal’ for them rather than giving them ‘the bare
necessities’ to survive. Such a statement indicates that the
needs of students and residents are best met by recognizing
the fundamental social archetype of the threefold social
organism, and by creating a community where the needs
they have are met through its fundamental organization.
The exchange of work-for-work becomes both therapeutic
and inclusive for those with special needs. Enabling them
to participate actively in the economic, legal, and cultural
spheres of Camphill is crucial towards achieving the goals
of the Camphill movement.
Labor and the times
However, Camphill must also consider its position in time
and place, especially as a provider of care and education to vulnerable members of the greater society. Many
of these education and care-specific external constrains
can be met by becoming internal
constraints (e.g. external minimum
care practices in accommodation
and nutrition are easily met by the
internal constraints of the Camphill
culture). Some constraints, however,
require the development of internal
institutions capable of meeting
external requirements. Among this
class of constraints are the limits
in achieving a community that is
capable of realizing the full anthroposophical vision of labor without
the accompanying external institutions necessary to realize it outside
of the community. Given that many
community members live with ‘one
foot inside and one foot outside’, as
Clanabogan sculpture

well as the inability for the modern Camphill community
to provide all manner of goods and services, the above
question remains: which needs of community members
can be met through the labor of the community and which
needs must be met by the community’s financial resources?
Whether financial resources are distributed through a
communally managed asset, (e.g. through trust money),
or are valued on a scale and provided as salary, or through
any other potential economic and legal method is of some
concern. However, of more overarching concern for the
future of Camphill should be the balance of needs met
through the exchange of labor as opposed to through financial resources. For the community to remain a viable
organization and meet its external constraints it must devise
systems that enable financial resources to flow towards the
needs of individuals in an open and transparent manner;
and it must ensure that these systems preserve the rights
and equality of its members. Above and beyond that it must
be made possible for community members to exchange
work-for-work in true interest for their fellow community
members. This is as much a cultural question as it is an
economic one, and therefore requires a consideration of
how Camphill communities can develop loving interest
between community members.

A problem of community
As long as the community is using financial resources
rather than its own labor to meet the needs of the community, it is not yet achieving the full anthroposophical vision
of labor. As outlined above, this need not be considered a
failure. However, it should indicate that there is no single
system of distributing financial resources that fulfills the
condition of fully achieving the anthroposophical vision
of labor relations. Ideally, the method for the monetary
exchange for labor (e.g. trust fund or salary) should be
relatively unimportant in comparison to the complex exchanges of labor that occur through real interest among
community members. It is these exchanges that are formed
from the brotherhood of the economic sphere and that are
inclusive for those with special needs.
These labor exchanges represent a problem of community,
in that they can only be achieved to the extent that a community exists which allows community members to recognize and value the labor of their fellow members through
real interest in their well-being. Economic arrangements
that clearly delineate the allocation of financial resources
can go a long way in fostering the correct approach. In this
sense, clearly defined employment contracts that account
for financial remuneration and labor rights can help to
clarify the difference between financial compensation and
the exchange of work-for-work. As noted above, the ability
for Camphill to recognize such an ambitious method of
economic exchange depends just as much on cultural institutions that enable these requirements as they do on these
economic arrangements. These cultural institutions must
enable community members to acknowledge community
members’ contributions and to feel their own contributions
are acknowledged. By clearly delineating these institutions
from the economic and legal arrangements of employment,
the Camphill community can stimulate such recognition.
Going forward
The debate over employment and salary represents two
questions for the economic and legal spheres of Camphill:
how are needs requiring financial resources met and how are

the rights of community members (from employment terms
to the accrual of personal assets) represented legally? Clearly
defined employment contracts can represent a transparent
method of accounting for both of these concerns. If Camphill
communities will recognize that they must provide for the
financial needs of their community members, they must
also recognize that such a provision must be accountable,
auditable, and able to meet the requirements of external
constraints. Rather than defining the community, these
economic institutions must be seen as in service to the community. A healthy community that is capable of recognizing
and valuing the shared labor of its members has nothing to
fear from alternative forms of labor relations.
However, it must come now to a choice, because what
cannot be perpetuated is the notion of a community that
employs rather than a community who happen to also be
employees. The economic and political institutions that
are necessary given Camphill’s situation in time and place
must be seen as separate from the cultural institutions that
foster true interest and acknowledgement of fellow community members. Further, these arrangements must be seen
as ancillary to, rather than constituent of, the community.
The cultural forms of labor valuation, which ought to be
given purpose through the mission of meeting the needs of
those with special needs, allow for modern institutions of
labor rights and economic valuation to flow directly into
the anthroposophical vision of community. As long as it
is a case of two tiers where an internal community of coworkers employs support, rather than a single whole, where
co-workers or employees consciously form a community
to serve the purpose of care, this will be a great difficulty.
The first issue is to understand the separate nature of these
various forms of labor exchange so as to reflect this separate
nature in the institutions developed to account for them.
Beyond that, a great number of issues loom overhead. The
culture of immediate returns to labor must be considered,
especially if ‘community’ is considered as a component of
returns to labor. (Do we expect that a ready-made community prior to our labor will provide for our returns or do
we view our labor as an integral part of the community,
such that the returns of that labor depend on the ability
of my labor to sustain the community?) Issues such as the
accumulation of personal assets and the maintenance of
equality in the legal sphere with potential inequalities in
financial compensation must be considered as well.
Difficult though these issues are, none preclude alternative (even mainstream) economic and legal institutions
from developing within Camphill. For Camphill to remain
as anthroposophical communities while meeting external
constraints, they must devise systems that enable financial
resources to flow towards the needs of individuals in an
open and transparent way, and they must ensure that these
relations preserve the rights and equality of their members.
Above and beyond this, it must be made possible for members of the community to exchange work-for-work. Such a
requirement extends much further than the flow of financial
resources. If it is done in real interest and love for fellow
community members, it simply cannot be restricted or stifled
by economic and legal institutions such as employment,
salary, and contracting. Rather, a better understanding and
reckoning of financial remuneration can only strengthen
the community’s ability to do so.
William worked as a farmer in the Pennine Camphill
Community. He is currently studying for a Masters in Agricultural Economics at Universität Hohenheim in Stuttgart.
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Our Standing Stones
Andrew Hoy, Copake, United States

I

I can recall Karl König’s ability to attract and offer hospitalt was while living in
ity to various spiritual streams that were not a fundamental
Carinthia in Southern
part of our work but rather adjacent to it. So I feel that he
Austria that I first came
would have been open to this feature of our village life.
into contact with the
A visitor recently asked about the design on one of our
work of Marko Pogacstones, “What does it mean?” and received the response,
nik. The two main cities
“Whatever you make of it”. You are confronted each
of Klagenfurt and Villach
time with an enigma – as you would be on seeing the
were always in competisphinx in Egypt – or, to go one step further, in confronttion with one another.
ing the enigma of another human being. You find that if
One summer Villach
you become fixed on one very strong image, you cut off
pulled off a major coup
the growth of that plant called Imagination. Just as you
over its neighbor when
would be if you referred to someone whose name you
it commissioned Marko
had forgotten and simply referred to as that ‘autistic guy’,
to
plant
a
series
of
standCarl holding the stone he carved
or ‘thin man’, or ‘fellow with the beard’. You clearly had
ing stones at important
not dipped into the deeper layers of his existence. He
points in the city, each with a design or cosmogram chiscould have been the one to receive a gold medal and
eled into it. The stones were to serve the purpose as needles
will have to bear the burden of this for the rest of his life,
do in acupuncture – as a kind of healing element to the
while being a tremendous cook and a kind father. You
landscape. Marko called these stones ‘lithopuncture’ and
will have cast him in a single role.
their actual placement was critical. The initial attraction
There is a passage in Occult Science where Rudolf
may have been to score over Klagenfurt as much as to
Steiner wrote about living with images as one would
create healing, but I don’t have any real inside informawith a meditation, where he described
tion on that. I did tour the city to see each
that abstract designs achieve the best restone. For me it was a kind of offering that
sults. By this he meant designs that have
ran counter to traditional ideas.
no outer existence with our everyday
In our village in Copake we will now have
experiences in the natural sense world.
three stones that are in some ways similar
The picture of a Rose Cross might be
to Marko’s, designed by Helen Wolff and
an example of something that can only
carved by her husband, Carl. Both are adbe achieved through an inner effort of
mirers of the work of Marko Pogacnik and
imagination. However the word abstract
have participated on a number of occasions
played into the earlier description.
in his workshops.
Nevertheless it all depends upon your
Our standing stones were not placed
interest whether you want to confront
originally with the same intent of healing,
something that is not immediately unbut as an accompanying gesture to our
derstandable – an enigma – or turn away
work, which supports healing the earth.
from it and do something else, just as
They are not inscribed with cosmograms
it is with meeting a stranger, unless the
but with abstract images that, quite plainly,
element of empathy takes hold.
invigorate the imagination. I have found
Stones are usually placed as memoriHelen’s designs to be particularly effecals – unless you happen to come across
tive in achieving this. On two occasions
the work of Marko Pogacnik. In our vilI have used the designs as an exercise for
lage they stand as riddles, observers of
a period of about one month, by turning
the life around and even as inner guides
to one of them each day. I would have
to gain an understanding of our world.
to approach the design afresh each time
When I turn to the stone that is to find
and allow new images to arise – until I
its place as a focal point of our village,
discovered after about fifty images – that
I see it as an expression of ‘The river of
the ‘conversation’ might be inexhaustible
the water of life, sparkling like crystal,
or, eventually, repetitive. (Looking back
flowing from the throne of God and
after two years on some of the images and
the Lamb down the middle of the city
without the actual design in front of me, I
street’, (Rev 22:1–2. Biblical texts often
find it difficult to believe that they came
find their way into images.) But then I
from the same source. The very fact that
pause to ask, or is this water the words
the designs are abstract leaves one free.)
that pass between the inhabitants of this
The first stone was placed in our Healvillage – the words that create conversaing Herb Garden; the second, outside
tion, listening and human interest? You
the house of the Wolffs, which is called
can all be free to decide for yourselves.
Amber, and now, the third is to fulfill
Marko’s intention by being placed where
he experienced that the heart space or
Andrew is a long-term co-worker
Wellspring standing stone
nexus of our village lies.
who has lived in the USA and Russia.
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A thousand years or more of community
Vivian Griffiths, Graythwaite, England

B

otton continues a very important tradition of community life that has lasted for well over a thousand years
in the North Yorkshire Moors. This is a corner of England
that has never really conformed to the mainstream rules
and regulations that kings and conquerors have imposed.
Celtic Christianity lived on at such places as Lastingham
long after the Synod of Whitby that ordered the Roman
rite of Christianity, and there was a woman abbess at the
head of Whitby Abbey.
Then came the so called ‘Harrowing of the North’ by
William the Conqueror's soldiers which caused a deep
bitterness in the population that survived this onslaught
on this part of Yorkshire. As an indirect result it welcomed
a different order: monasteries like Rievaulx near Helmsley
which became mighty land communities developing their
own laws and justice as well as improving agriculture and
local living conditions, facing down the state control from
the crown. A more individual form of monastic community
could be found at Mount Grace Priory near Osmotherley
where each monk had his own study with full board and
lodging – community and individual in past times.
Then the Dissolution of The Monasteries swept away
community life as if those in power didn't want communities, seen as threats, to exist any more. The result was
much suffering and poverty in society. What can we learn
from this?
Filling the gap, the persecuted Quakers came to this
tranquil space in the seventeenth century and Hutton
le Hole was their village. The iron mining communities
were to feature in the nineteenth century, interdependent,
self-sufficient, a close knit community with their own customs. They were the source of iron ore for another Quaker
inspired settlement at Middlesbrough which only later
through the boom and bust fortunes of shipbuilding and
foundries became the industrial town of mixed fortunes.
Near to Middlesbrough is Nunthorpe Hall, now a National Trust property. The library yields a remarkable collection of socialist and Marxist subjects for an aristocrat! Here

we had a Tory squire whose wife was a Fabian socialist
who in the 1930s set up the Heartbreak Hill Community
as a positive response to the closing of the Cleveland
iron ore mines which resulted in high unemployment. A
productive furniture workshop was established as well as
gardening and livestock. Along with social camaraderie a
full cultural life was established. Michael Tippet, a music
student, worked at a Cambridge University summer camp
(he later became a famous composer) and wrote an opera
for all the participants called ‘Robin Hood’! Overthrowing
the wicked sheriff, an interesting undercurrent..!
So we come to the 1950s and the establishment of Botton
in windswept Danby Dale, a Christian social experiment,
the first of its kind, with another remarkable group of adults
with special needs trying to find their place in society – and
not always being understood. They were seeking and finding the North York Moors shelter to become active citizens
with a job, a full social and cultural life and helped also
by Camphillers, mostly from middle Europe, to find a new
home in the moorland landscape: turning that landscape
into a vibrant mix of farm, forest, workshop and social
enterprise and bringing prosperity to the locality.
Communities don't just happen, they are active deeds,
needing an inner resolve, an inner life to give the right
space to work and pray and even play! Perhaps that is what
makes them more than the sum of their parts. They have
to fight for their existence sometimes, not with spears and
arrows but by reaffirming their inner purpose. They also
need a sympathetic home, a space in which to grow and
prosper, and the North York Moors seems to have provided
that space for well over a thousand years.

Vivian has lived
in a number of Camphill communities including
Botton, Larchfield, and Stourbridge. He and his wife
Lesley currently live in the Lake District in England
and welcome visitors and holiday-makers. Contact
Vivian at vivangriffiths@talktalk.net.

The committment to community living
Georg Schad, Ringwood, England

W

e did not mind being the odd ones out, we did not
mind joining a group of refugees and to be thought
of as a bunch of foreigners by the locals. Nor did we come
for a good wage packet, job security or a safe pension
provision. Joining such a community without any preconditions will sound crazy to the modern mind. Still worse, we
eventually found out that we were without any ordinary
rights for we did not pay taxes, rights that every other
mortal enjoyed. Yet at that time the ideals of community
life shone with bright flames as the sun shines today. This
attracted hundreds of people from all sorts of life situations,
but mainly from abroad. We had six to seven medical
doctors, nurses, trained teachers and therapists, beside a
good crop of young volunteers. Already by then Camphill

had become known around the world, when the folks in
Aberdeen did not realise what was in their midst. Then as
now, the problems of the special needs child stood at the
centre of all our endeavours. We came because we wanted
to learn and share the real problems of life.
Was our thinking streamlined or manipulated? No, in no
way! Having a theme for a whole year, or being engaged
in the preparation for the next festival, gave plenty of food
for thought for each individual and also communally. One
was engaged and was glad to be active and to be able to
contribute. In the short term there were the daily readings
of the Soul Calendar, or the Bible readings in preparation
for the following Sunday. All these things were striven for
in the small circle of house communities in the existing
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estates. Communication was never an issue despite the
fact that during the fifties the only telephone on Camphill
estate was in the back hall of Camphill House. While today,
with all our modern communication technologies with
emails and mobile phones for everybody, messages do
not always reach their destinations and valuable lessons
and therapies are missed.
One may ask what Rudolf Steiner meant with ‘clean
thoughts’ – could these be free from jealousy, sarcasm,
twisting the truth, false accusations or not guided by passions? By living a communal life, we had not only to focus
on the love and care for our charges, but had to learn
tolerance, respect and appreciation for each other.We
had to learn to encompass the too-quiet person as well
as the louder person with equal respect and understanding. A prime example of clean thoughts was of course the
many lectures by Dr König freely dispensed. The logical
progression of his thoughts, the weight he gave to each
word, and the real concern he had for the depth of his
subject kept us spellbound. There was indeed a culture
of clean thoughts pervading the whole community; thus
they made up a great part of the ethos. This was so wholesome that it increased the wellbeing of young and old,
able or disabled, and in this atmosphere it was easy to
give of one’s best. Thus clean thoughts provided ‘clean
air’ as well.
After a day’s work, many an evening continued to be
filled with meetings or rehearsals such as choir or play
rehearsals. These all contributed to create culture among
us. We happily went the extra mile to be part of these
endeavours. New music was written and produced for the
Sunday service, for a play or a festival and engaging many
in the community. So too were the new plays that were
written and performed besides the Oberufer Christmas
plays. Every time one strove for the highest quality so that
the meaning of the play would become apparent. Meaningfulness was a key word for all these culture-creating
events. This, in turn, was mirrored back into the different
households where such events continued to reverberate
and resonate. This was so, despite the fact that each house
community was slightly differently constituted according
to the personalities that lived and interacted in them and
according to the tasks they had to embrace. The common
culture in living with anthroposophia was a wellspring for
them all. There was culture from the wake-up call with
the recorder in the morning to the evening song with
the lyre; being on time for all occasions, and the many
on-going endeavours during the week and on Sundays.
Also beauty was an important aspect with a tidy room, a
clean tablecloth and flowers on the table.
The conscious requirement to bring curative education
every day anew into being brought with it the challenge
not only to be conversant with the diagnosis of our children
with special needs, or to follow the directions given by our
doctors, but to train ourselves to be truly perceptive and
observant, to have interest and empathy. The certificate of
having passed a certain course was not what mattered, but
how you were able to apply yourself. We had to learn not
to let our emotions, sympathies or antipathies cloud our
perceptions. Every day anew you were a curative teacher
only in the becoming. And if you realised with joy that the
child in your care made real progress, you knew that it was
not just one’s own achievement, but the result of a common endeavour through all the others that had their input,
including the cook and the gardener. The recognition was
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that love, selflessly given, helped to purify one’s own motivation and thus one’s own feelings. This was so especially
in situations when faced with deliberate mischief, lying,
and wilful destruction or hurting other children. The bad
tempers experienced with spitting or kicking became the
tools for us adults to respond in a helpful way. After all, we
had chosen this life in order to engage with human frailty,
disorder and extreme behaviours.
The needs of everyday life were manifold, and as in a
family you shared out the work as fairly as possible. There
were times when I offered to feed the big hot water boiler
with coke early in the morning, at other times to cook supper, clean the chapel, or saw to the flower beds around the
house. Then there was the daily school transport at lunch
time when pupils needed to get to another estate. There
were countless opportunities in that wholesome body of
people to offer help when at other times the same was offered to you. Such open and generous give and take never
smacked of being exploited, but an opportunity for a selflessly offered service. Such selflessness, when offered for the
good of the whole, becomes a virtue and strength to learn
to go the extra mile. A healthy social life depends on such
qualities that not only enable us to say thank you to each
other, but to rely on each other, trust each other and help
to value each other. This strengthens the interdependence
and oils the wheels of social life. How could children fail
to feel safe and secure and progress well when such warm
commitments around them existed? There were no locks or
closed gates to ‘keep them safe’.
While selflessness could be seen as a passive quality, it
should be seen here as an active offer of a conscious selfsacrifice, which can give birth to unconditional true love.
I would like to remind the readers of Dr Steiner’s words
(3.3.1906):
The social order is created by people, and that is the
consequence of human thoughts and human feelings.
Therefore, human thoughts and human feelings are to
be cultivated, not change the social order. What does a
genuine social democrat do if he or she wants to change
something? Change the law so that naïve people are
not exploited by this or that person. Check in every
individual case how a law comes into existence. The
social democrat does not want to teach humankind, that
is, to purify and to cultivate its thoughts, to ennoble its
feelings to create a humankind that is competent and
not naïve, that can decide for itself what it wants to do.
I leave it to the reader to see that those who insist that
Camphill has to change can also see what has been destroyed. Where human attitudes were cultivated, we have
now statutory requirements.

Georg has lived
the 'Camphill life’ for the last fifty six years,
and is still working as a volunteer engaged
in Colour Light Therapy in Ringwood.

Closure of the Beannachar Herb Workshop
Richard Phethean, Beannachar, Scotland

I

have built up the herb work ever since I came to Camphill, thirty seven years ago, to make it what it is today.
My work started off in the ‘Dispensary’ on Camphill Estate,
and moved to Beannachar in the 1980’s. We have grown
the herbs in our garden, harvested them to make a variety
of teas, ointments, tinctures, oils etc.
However, advancing age and quite serious health challenges mean that I must withdraw from this task, and I
have already been doing so during the last twelve months.
Further, one of my main helpers, Gabriele, has decided to
take on other tasks in her life, and so will not be available
to continue the work in any way.
The activity of the Herb Workshop is not a simple operation that can be explained to a newcomer in five minutes.
It is enormously complex and multifaceted. In fact, full
awareness and competence in this activity is something
that lives only in my personal experience and this has
been developed over many years. It is unlikely that this
can be passed on now in its entirety, and so we feel the
only responsible action is to close the Herb Workshop.

Will the products be available in the future?
In the short term, we will continue to supply our products
until our closing date: 17 May 2013. During this time our
‘suggested donation’ will be reduced by a third (33%) – a
closing down sale if you will. This will be operated on a
strictly first come, first served basis. Once a product has
gone, it may not be available any more.
In the long term, it really depends on others stepping up
and offering to take on the manufacture and supply of a
product or a limited range of products. So if you know of
anyone who would be willing to take up the challenge, let
me know. However, this would need to be a fresh start and
should not use the name Beannachar Herb Workshop
or any derivative thereof.
Of course, other companies make similar products,
for example Weleda and Wala, and many dried
herbs and tinctures can be obtained from a variety of
sources, including organic and Demeter quality. We
will give the details on our website for those who are
interested. There may be other options in the pipeline,
and we will keep you posted via the Herb Workshop
section of the Beannachar website. So check there
for further details and progress.

If you would like to discuss any aspect of this decision,
please feel free to phone me on +44 (0) 1224 861200 or
email richard@beannachar.org. I would prefer to answer
your questions personally.

What is the best way to contact the Workshop to
make orders?
Please email orders@beannachar.org, fax +44 (0)1224
459272 or send a letter. The workshop telephone will be
available as an answering service only. You may safely
leave messages there, including credit card details. Please
speak clearly. Email is best.
Best before dates of products
Many of our products have a five year expiry date, others
have three years. This means that you can safely order
enough of your favourite products to last you several years.
In general we find that products last well – especially if they
are stored correctly – in a cool, dark place, for example
in a refrigerator.
We will continue to make our beeswax candles, and
you may continue to order them for the time being by
email at orders@beannachar.org, or by fax, +44 (0)1224
459272, or letter.
A final word
It has been a great joy and privilege to make all these herbal
products for you all over these many years. My heart has
been in it, and I have very often been overjoyed by the
extremely warm and positive comments from our many
customers. Your appreciation has been the cherry on top
that has reaffirmed that my work has been wanted.

What to do if you are disappointed
This has been a very difficult decision for us to make
so please don’t give us a hard time about it. Customers have been disappointed in the past when it has
been necessary to discontinue some of our products.
We understand that many of our loyal patrons will
be disappointed at the closure but unfortunately
that’s life and good things come to an end. Be active – maybe you can find ways for some products
to carry on.
What to do if you are grateful for what we have
done over the years
Send us a card or an email and let us know – also if
you have any positive suggestions.
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Obituaries
Funeral address for Peggy O’Neill
1933 – 2012

I

and responsibilities. She cared deeply
n thinking about Peggy’s life there are
about those less able than herself, and
two distinct phases, her first forty or so
loved to help them. She was a great
years when she lived with her family;
kitchen assistant and would make sure
and her last almost forty years spent in
that nothing got forgotten or burnt; she
Camphill, Duffcarrig. She was loved and
knew exactly where everything becherished in both.
longed and was a good help to new coPeggy was born in Dublin in 1933,
workers. She also worked in the store for
on 24 June, St. Johns Day, and was
a time delivering to the houses and in the
baptized Margarita Baptistina but was
laundry where she did the ironing and
always called Peggy. She grew up with
was a valued member of the team there.
her two sisters, Sally and Patsy and her
The most difficult time of the day for
brother Con. Those were poor times in
Peggy was bedtime. If she didn’t get
Ireland in so many ways; there was little
enough sleep she got very cross and
or no help for families with children like
unreasonable but getting her to go to bed
Peggy. Her parents were told she would
was not easy. If she went to bed quietly
probably not live beyond twelve years of
you knew she was ill! I think she was
age. I’m sure it was partly Peggy’s sheer
afraid she would miss something while
determination and strong will which
anyone was still up. Her nephews and
kept her going for her seventy nine years.
nieces remember as teenagers having
I’m also sure that she felt strong and
Peggy in 2012
to get into pyjamas and pretend to go to
secure in the love of her family; she
bed very early so Peggy would go upstairs. She had to be
was treated like all the other children and joined in all the
the last one and make sure that all doors were locked and
family activities and events. She grew to be a confident,
lights switched off etc. She could be infuriating at times and
independent, feisty woman who could stand her ground
so strong and persistent that she would drive you crackers.
with anyone. As her siblings grew up and moved away,
But she was always quick to forgive and forget and could
Peggy spent a lot of time at home with her mother. Eventunot understand why you might be still cross with her when
ally Sally, looking ahead to the future, found Duffcarrig and
it was all over as far as she was concerned.
persuaded their mother to give it a try. It must have been
Peggy had her own language and expressions that will
a terrible wrench for her mother but she allowed Peggy to
live on in many families including mine. One of her most
visit Duffcarrig for holidays at first and eventually to move,
famous words is ‘b-doyng’, a very descriptive word when
thus beginning the second part of Peggy’s life. She now
something clatters to the ground. Her vocabulary was
had two homes and two families.
minimalist and straight to the point but adequate to make
If I had to describe Peggy in one word it would be ‘deherself understood. One of my favorites was ‘the big bag’
lightful’ as in full of delight. She had a childlike delight in
which to you or I meant her large suitcase but to Peggy
everything life had to offer. She took to Camphill life like a
meant holidays, travel, adventure, delight and anticipation.
duck to water. She delighted in everything going on in the
She even traveled to Germany with one of her co-workers
community: the festivals, plays, outings, and birthdays (esand the big bag. Another Peggyism was used not so long
pecially her own which coincided with big St. John’s Day
ago when we were in a supermarket car park – a rather
celebrations), and also the very simple things like blowing
large woman walked towards us and Peggy said happily
the candle out at mealtimes – every time was a new delight.
‘a big pudding!’
She also took great delight in other people’s misfortune so
Peggy liked to have her own things, which were most
if you banged your head or tripped over something it was
definitely hers; her watch, her umbrella, her rug, her cup
a source of great merriment. We all remember her hearty
and if anyone touched them she would say indignantly
laugh and loud voice.
‘that’s mine.’ She also claimed a lot of things as hers, for
In 1978 she was part of my first household as houseinstance in the hospital in Wexford a few weeks ago when
parent, I was twenty three and she was forty five. She was
the nurse took her blood pressure and moved on to the
my teacher and made sure that I learned fast. She shared
next patient with the machine Peggy called out ‘Hey that’s
a room with another feisty lady so there was often lots of
mine!’ She had a fascination for watches and clocks and
shouting and banging of doors and tears (including mine)
on our second last outing she insisted on buying a new
but lots of fun times as well. Later Peggy moved with the
very large noisy clock. Perhaps she was trying to tell us
Greiner family to St. Francis House. She lived with Petra
something.
and her family for nine years and minded, fought with and
When I returned to Duffcarrig nine years ago I had a
watched over their four children. Peg was always very fond
lot to do with Peggy through Tara Group and supporting
of children and was often to be seen proudly wheeling the
Brigid House. We very quickly became good friends. We
latest arrival in the pram. In 2003 Peggy moved to Brigid
just clicked and got to know each other on a deep level, a
House where she spent the last nine years of her life.
heart to heart connection. Outings with Peggy were great
Peggy was a great example to others in that she always
fun. She liked to have things that were fashionable: as she
took her work seriously and took great pride in her tasks
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put it ‘all the girls’ meaning it was something every girl had
to have, so she took her ever popular handbag with her
camera, phone, sunglasses, bottle of water and whatever
else ‘all the girls’ had. Her favorite place to go was any
supermarket. I think you could have left her all day ‘people
watching’ in the coffee shop in Tesco and she would have
been perfectly happy, occasionally telling people if their
bag was open or their children were misbehaving.
In the last few weeks before she died I was very impressed
with Peggy and how she handled her illness. She was incredibly brave in the hospital with all the procedures and

accepted willingly the help that she needed. She worked
her magic on the three young co-workers, Daniella, Anna
and Leonardo who cared for her with such love and devotion. None of us will forget those last precious weeks;
it was a privilege to be with her. She gave us time to say
goodbye and she managed to see most of her family. She
was obviously determined to be here for all the Christmas
celebrations and could finally let go in complete peace, in
her sleep on 28 December 2012. Thank you dear Peggy
and Fare Well. You did great.
Maire Hartwieg, Duffcarrig Community, Ireland

Margarete Christine von Jeetze
11 December 1929 – 8 February 2012
By the time Christine and her twin
Since the very early days of the Sheilsister were born the family had
ing School in Thornbury Christine
moved into the servants’ quarters
lived and worked in Thornbury Park,
and the home was providing for
now part of Camphill Communities
up to fifty special children. Thus
Thornbury (CCT). Only when she
Christine grew up in a beautiful
needed more physical care did she
rural, patriarchal and idealistic
move to Simeon Care for the Elderly
environment in which all culture
in Scotland and it was there that her
and activity were permeated by the
life ended. She had expressed the
impulse to serve anthroposophy,
wish that her ashes be placed in our
an attitude which she carried all
grounds, in the small cemetery that alher life.
ready holds the urns of several former
This happy childhood was bruco-workers. It seems so fitting that we
tally shattered through the Nazi ocdid so on the Sheiling School’s sixtieth
cupation and later the approaching
anniversary, St Francis day, October 4,
Russian army, when she had to flee
2012, as ‘Christine was Thornbury’ as
twice in order to reach the Amerimany of us experienced her.
can zone of occupation. She did her
Christine was born in Silesia at the
nursing training in Germany. She
castle (Schloss) Pilgramshain. The
then found her way, as did three of
marriage of her parents in 1924 was
her siblings, and later her widowed
the first marriage celebration of the
mother, to Camphill, in her case to
Christian Community in Breslau. For
Thornbury.
their honeymoon they participated in
From the time that Thornbury
Rudolf Steiner’s course of lectures on
Christine von Jeetze
Park cared for severely physically
agriculture in Koberwitz. After this the
impaired children there are pictures of her feeding chilyoung couple moved to Pilgramshain with its large park
dren in their specially constructed chairs, looking young,
and large farm property of the von Jeetze family. This farm
fulfilled and cheerful. Later on for many years she was
was immediately converted to the biodynamic method of
the house mother of Thornbury Park as well as the estate
agriculture.
nurse. Christine loved the children and was totally devoted
In 1928 it occurred to Dorothea and Joachim von Jeetze
to them, with a deep understanding of the difficulties they
while they were on an Ascension Day excursion to visit the
had to face in their existence. As a newcomer in 1971 I
nearby Waldheim, a small home for children in need of
still remember her as the centre of the warm and friendly
special care. It was founded by a friend of Dorothea’s, Tilla
atmosphere in the school. She loved music and had a fine
Maasberg and her sister; and had been joined by Albrecht
delicate soprano voice. She could paint very sensitively
Strohschein, one of the three initiators at whose request
in water colour and did lovely craft work in paper and in
Rudolf Steiner had held the course of lectures on Curative
handwork lessons. She was very much a listening person
Education. Karl König happened to be visiting there and
and did not make small talk. As if she had a sixth sense,
had been invited by Strohschein to join them as resident
she at all times knew what went on in the large house
physician. He declined as the establishment appeared too
and she was very conscious and concerned about the
small to him. Someone also present suggested that it might
whole estate, about the social life in the school. She was
be useful to contact the von Jeetzes who had offered their
always willing to help. It was not always easy to live with
mansion for a social cause. At that moment, to everyone’s
Christine but her integrity and loyalty were of the essence
surprise, the von Jeetzes appeared. They confirmed the
in the community’s life.
offer of their house. Thus it came about that Waldheim
Christine was also deeply committed to the anthropomoved into Pilgramshain and Karl König became the
sophical nursing impulse. She attended the annual Anresident physician from 1928 to 1936 (and married Tilla
throposophical Nurses Conferences from the early 1980s
Maasberg in 1929).
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Margarete Christine von Jeetze
You were a fourth child which would be like a first,
But it was the third time your mother bore
And you came as the second of twins – so the place
In the family sequence was somewhat obscure.
But you were an Archer*! Much you would aim for
In this our time when meanings are hidden.
Your family fled, but you were together
And could move from host to generous host,
While journeying onwards. When you did your studies
In nursing you passed with distinction’s honours.
And then you moved on to your paradise friends
Who had found each other to found Camphill’s home.
The children you cared for – just like the ones
You had played with at home. But then there were those
Who were spastic, confined to their beds. And you found
That like you these children were homeless, their souls
Shorn from their bodies, in need of warmth
And beauty and love and understanding.
From Camphill to Ringwood, Glencraig and Cairnlee –
Your wandering years. Did they leave you wiser?
Your heart as the bearer of wisdom gave notice
To settle in Thornbury Park as a nurse.
Here was a white house like the one you had lost
And a large copper beech tree embracing your yearnings.
Here you played lyre when children were bathed
In colour light wonder, in movements alive
With mystery, streamed from the shores of beyond.
When we feel outcast a good nurse can smooth
The threshold between our lost worlds and here
By listening first, and then speaking; with love.
Your outer eye would see symptoms. Yes,
You were good in attending to details. And then
Your inner eye would see meaning, and therefore
Potential. And thus you gave courage and strength
To those who were weak, and also to doubters
And ditherers, those who seemed lost on the way.
When your own body’s troubles became ever sterner
It was not easy for you to give in
And move back to Scotland. You had to learn
That giving in is not giving up!
Not losing your place yet again was the gesture,
But giving your self to your higher Self’s calling.
And thus you arrived to Simeon’s care.
You had found that your home was safely inside,
And your wheelchair just outer contraption: a tool
For mind over matter which gave volunteers
Joy to help you – even as you
Were content to be helping by asking deep questions.
Like Henning and Friedwart you died very quickly.
Within a short day you had left for your journey
To the realms of beyond where so many dear friends
Are meeting and planning to work for the good
Of a future world without discrimination
Of spirit; when grace will be answered on earth.
* 29. XII. 1929
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Jens-Peter Linde, Aberdeen, Scotland

onwards. They were a gathering of
nurses from diverse anthroposophical and mainstream backgrounds:
Camphill, Park Attwood, medical
practices, hospices, care homes,
hospitals and independently working nurses from various regional
groups, north, south, east and
west. Out of the conferences
sprang other initiatives, such as a
regular newsletter, training workshops and outreach to the Medical
Section activities in the UK and
Dornach as well as mainstream
nursing. Christine was quietly and
warmly active and supportive of all
these initiatives. She also attended
Medical Council Meetings as
one of the representatives for the
nurses’ activities for several years.
She was a founder member of
the Anthroposophical Nurses
Association (ANA) in the UK. Its
inauguration took place on 18
October 1992, in Thornbury Park.
At this key development in the history of anthroposophical nursing
development in this country, the
participants were presented with
a special pendant designed by
Rudolf Steiner for the first nurses
in Dornach from which the nurses
logo was designed by representatives from Europe. Christine was
an ANA committee member and
latterly Chairperson until shortly
before her move to Simeon, maintaining a lively interest in all things
to do with nursing.
In later life she bore her increasing immobility with admirable
courage. She very seriously studied anthroposophy and loved to
talk with like-minded friends. A
week before Christine died she
asked a friend to take a photograph
of her for an unusual initiative.
It shows her features grave and
marked through suffering. Her
gaze is steady and self-aware, as
if she wanted to take a conscious
farewell from us on the way to
further responsibilities.
I approached Jens-Peter Linde,
the priest of the Christian Community in Aberdeen, after having
heard of the address which he gave
at Christine’s cremation service.
He gave permission to share with
us the poem he wrote about her.
To hear of her life in this beautiful
poetic manner seems particularly
appropriate for Christine.
Ella van der Stok
Thornbury, England

Other friends who have died
On 25 January, Willy Seiss died in hospital in Überlingen at
9.30 in the morning. He was a founder member of Brachenreuthe. In Advent he celebrated his ninetieth birthday.
Louise Lambooy
Paul Bijl, partner of Hannelore Speelman, passed away in
the early morning on Wednesday 30 January. Paul was fifty
nine years old. He had been struggling with his health for a
long time. He was in intensive care for seven weeks at the
Alkmaar Medical Centre in Holland. Paul dedicated his life
to biodynamic farming and Camphill. At first at Maartenhuis on the island of Texel, he then became instrumental
in transforming The Noorderhoeve (a biodynamic farm in
the northwest of Holland) in 1996 into a small but striving
Camphill land-based community. Paul really fought for his
life. Surrounded by his family, his wife and daughters, Paul
passed away peacefully after an extremely intensive period.
He will be much missed by all of us.
Liesbeth Lünnemann
Max Watson, who died in Russells Hall Hospital on 3 January 2013, aged seventy,
was a founder member
of the Camphill Houses
Stourbridge Community. Together with Simon
Trehearne he was one of
the first residents to join
Mark and Rosalind Gartner
in Heathfield Cottage in
1969. He was born on 18
May 1942.
Simon and Max, who are
both featured in the Jonathan Stedall film ‘One Pair
Max Watson
of Eyes’, were also two of
the first residents to move out of the community and begin
to live independently. Until his death, Max had been living
in his own house in Stourbridge for many years. When he
first moved out of Heathfield Cottage, it was the practice
that lodging with local families was seen as a transitional
step towards independence for residents, and Max moved
in with the family who lived in Rowan House long before
it became a Camphill House!
A larger-than-life character, Max was a fount of general
knowledge which included having at his fingertips the
Latin names for a wide variety of plants, learned from his
horticultural training in Kew Gardens. He received a longservice award for his work in the Dudley Parks Department,
and was a common sight in Mary Stevens Park until his
retirement, after which he worked faithfully as a volunteer
in Ashfield Gardens until the end of 2012.
Although he was a man of considerable culture, coming
from a distinguished family of academics whom he loved,
he was also very shy and consequently he could be quite
unforthcoming.
He will be sorely missed by his family and friends.
Frank Heathcock
David James Cormack passed away in January 2013 at the
age of twenty four. He was also known, when a child, as
DJ Cormack, later as David Cormack-Kresse and latterly
as Davydd Cormack. His mother, Ann Cormack or Ann

Cormack-Kresse asked me
to let people know who
may have been touched by
his short life so they can
remember him and pray
for him.
David was born on October 4, 1988 in Scotland. He
moved to Newton Dee at
the age of two, to Oaklands
Park at the age of three, to
Dunshane at the age of five
and to Blair Drummond one
year later. After two years
David James Cormack
there he moved to Taurus
Crafts and again two years later to Larchfield, where he
went to Botton School. Thereafter he lived nearby but
continued to attend Botton School. A few years later he
moved with his family to Lewes and in 2008 to Camphill
Solborg in Norway. In Sept 2012 he enrolled at a university
at Bangor, Wales.
He’ll be much missed especially by his mother and his
siblings Jordy, Dana and Iona.
Ingo Kresse, Taurus Crafts
Charles Gairdner died on February 3, 2013. Quite a
number of the more elderly Campillers knew and worked
with his mother over very many years, and knew Charles
as a child. He was the son of Anne Trier who came, as
Anne Gairdner, to Camphill in the quite early days, one
of the first English co-workers. (She had a daughter, Sally
(Cleaver) and, later on, another son, Chris, whose tragically
short life was lived mostly in Botton, where he died in a
car accident on the moors.)
Charles was born in 1944 and grew up in Camphill, Scotland. The family later moved to Botton where Anne spent
much of the rest of her life. Charles worked in farming – Dr
König had taken one look at him as a baby and pronounced
him a farmer! He was married to Kay and had two sons.
He fell ill about two years ago with two serious but quite
unrelated conditions – one of the lungs, the other of the
blood, and suffered much as his condition deteriorated until his death in Dorchester Hospital. Christine Polyblank
Ann Wright passed away in her room at Simeon in the early
evening of Sunday 6 January. Ann was born in Rochdale on
13 March 1947 and moved to Newton Dee in 1964 where
she led a full and active life. Her devoted parents Jack and
Lydia Wright were active supporters of Newton Dee and
Camphill. Ann developed Alzheimer’s and she moved to
Simeon from Newton Dee in March 2007, shortly after her
sixtieth birthday. Ann enriched the lives of a great many
people – generously sharing her joy and love for life with
those around her. Ann is survived by her mother, Lydia,
who managed one final journey to be with Ann in her last
days. She will be sadly missed.     Jeannie Carlson
Andrew Turner died on the evening of 28 December; he
was seventy three.
Although he ‘only’ lived in Camphill himself for twenty
years, he was instrumental in connecting other members of
his family to the CVT. In 1956 there were few opportunities
for a seventeen year old with learning difficulties and his
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the CVT Council, serving almost up
to his death in 1993.
Andrew’s sister Barbara grew up
with the collecting tins, and the
flyers describing a different and
inclusive way of life. She was the
one who went to live in Botton ‘just
for a year’ – which turned into nine,
followed by another twenty one in
various other communities.
Meanwhile Andrew worked for
the same firm until, in 1988, the
business was bought up by a large
Andrew Turner
company and restructured. After
thirty years he was made redundant with no realistic prospect of
another job and ageing parents. He visited and decided to join
the Croft Community at nearly fifty years of age. Andrew had a
large range of interests – music, concerts, art, restaurants and teashops, historical houses and gardens among them; but above all
he loved rambling and public transport. He could read an OS map
as well as anyone in red woolly socks; his long legs would eat up
the miles; he spent many happy hours studying the pages of the
national rail timetable then many more travelling the length and
breadth of Britain – often on his own, sometimes escorting others.
All these activities he happily transferred to his new Malton base.
Oh yes, and he worked too (mainly in the Greengate Office and
the Kingfisher Cafe) – as conscientiously as ever, albeit increasingly slowly as the years passed.
In 2009 there was a drastic deterioration in his physical and
mental health and he needed to move to a care home in Scarborough. For the last years he was seriously incapacitated and almost
totally withdrawn. Just before Christmas there was a remarkable
day when he once again took an interest in everything and everybody, smiled and asked questions. All the staff, including the
cook, gathered round his chair, enjoying (one might say celebrating) this glimpse of the real person they had not had the chance
to know. He withdrew into himself again, became confined to
bed; he developed yet another lung infection and this time the
pills did not work. Andrew departed, quickly and without fuss.
Anne Blake
Alwyn James, who lived in Glencraig during the seventies and
taught eurythmy there, died on December 23, 2012. She had
been suffering from cancer for quite some time. She was in her
late seventies I would guess and since leaving Glencraig, she had
been living in England for many years after having spent some
time in Japan.
Edeline LeFevre

Clanabogan sculpture

father, Charles Turner, learned about and visited the
fledgling Botton Village. He immediately recognised
the particular quality of life offered there to those with
special needs and embarked on a lifetime of support
for the Trust. There was no vacancy for Andrew at that
time; his became possibly the first name ever on the
Botton waiting list! And a few months later he got a
job with a small local firm – and never went to live
in Botton. But his father’s interest only grew: for years
Charles fund-raised through collections and the sale
of Christmas cards. Later he became a member of
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 nn Mary Simor, who lived for many years in Botton Village and
A
then The Croft Community, has died suddenly at her home in
Malton at the age of seventy six. She was born in Mateszalka in
Hungary on April 30, 1936, and came with her family to England
in 1947. In 1956 when she was twenty she joined the fledgling
Botton Village and lived there, working in the store and on the
switchboard amongst other things. In 1983 she moved to The
Croft. There she worked in the community’s coffee shop and in
the little giftshop in the Shambles. She was also a server for the
Christian Community.
In 1990 she moved into her own flat but continued her connection with the Croft and Camphill, going to community events,
meals, and work at the weaving workshop right up till last week.
She died in the early hours of February 19, 2013.
Ann Mary was well known for her love of cats and the colour
red, and her ‘Hungarian temperament’ as she put it; and also for
her good sense of humour.
Howard Reeves

News from the Movement …and beyond
The cathedral and the candle

Reflections on the Beannachar Day Conference: the core elements of our communities today
In November 2012 Beannachar hosted a Day
Conference for the residents and day attenders of the
Scottish Camphill and Garvald communities to meet
each other and to consider what living in community
means. During the day two images emerged which bear
further reflection.

A

ndrew Plant started the day recounting a parable of
three stonecutters who each had a different understanding of what they were doing and why. One perceived
the work as simply cutting stone. Another perceived the
work as feeding the family. The third saw the work as part
of a much bigger project – building a cathedral. The parable turned out to be an apt tone-setter as its three related
themes emerged again and again throughout the day in
conversations about daily community life.
The first was the significance of craftsmanship for its own
sake, the making of beautiful things and sense of pride that
can be derived from performing a task to the best of one’s
ability. The second theme was the importance of meeting each other’s needs, through shared living and mutual
service. The third theme running through the day was the
sense of contributing to something much larger than oneself, something that transcends the immediate community
one lives in and connects people across time and space,
generations and geographical distances. Like the cathedral,
this overarching common purpose is both a physical and
spiritual undertaking; it has solid, material manifestations as
well as an intangible dimension that is present yet elusive.
The structure of the day provided for a pleasant mixture
of socialising, both meeting new people and refreshing old
relationships, discussing and sharing particular experiences
and taking in the beautiful natural surroundings of the
estate. Following the introduction and orientation, hosts
and guests divided into five themed workshops to sample
the quintessential craft, artistic and practical activities of
Beannachar.
In the Herb Workshop people learned how herbs are
grown, harvested and processed to make the medicines,
creams and lotions so familiar to all Camphillers. They
explored the colours, smells and textures of the various
plants and talked about how their lives had changed since
coming to live in Camphill.
The Festivals and Seasons group walked around the
grounds gathering leaves that display the typical vibrant
colours of late autumn. Members of the group shared how
they followed the rhythms of the year and celebrated the
numerous festivals that mark the seasons, noting many
similarities and some differences between the communities. The group also found time to draw autumn pictures
inspired by the collected leaves, and become thoroughly
absorbed in creating seasonal lanterns using glass jars,
tissue paper and glue.
The Kitchen Discovery group explored the theme of
food and cooking and asked itself what might be the secret ingredient of nourishing meals. The group helped to
prepare lunch for the whole conference, discovering that

when strangers are thrown together to complete a common practical task they can work well as a team and have
a great deal of fun.
The only purely conversational group of the day shared
thoughts on the role of anthroposophy in the communities today, individual motivations for living and working
in community, and what hopes they have for the Camphill
impulse looking into the future.
The Candle Dipping group produced rainbow-coloured
candles whilst contemplating the everyday and celebratory
uses of candles and the atmospheric effects of their light.
The significance of the candle as a symbol of the Camphill
impulse was taken up in the afternoon session in which
all present reflected on their experience of living in community and of the day.
In an era when challenges are posed (usually by those
within the communities) of whether Camphill remains true
to its mission, indeed of whether there is ‘any such thing
as Camphill’, the afternoon contributions of residents gave

The direction is clear. Who will push?
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Beannachar Day Conference

powerful, if intuitive, answers. The mission of fostering the
encounter of Ego with Ego through intentional communities is alive and well; behind the diversity of the Camphill
communities there lies a communality worth defining
and proclaiming. The discussions of the candle and the
cathedral were insightful.
The process of making a candle from nothing but a core
piece of string to beautiful, light-giving creation was, as
so often, taken as an analogy for the development of the
Camphill movement. From small beginnings, seeking to
counter the engulfing darkness of fascism, the ‘candle on
the hill’ has been an enduring image of Camphill. The flickering candle flame gives warmth and light, and can act as
a beacon, but is delicate and vulnerable, requiring careful
protection from the elements and constantly renewed fuel.
There is a palpable sense in Camphill currently both that
the elements are inclement and that fuel is increasingly
scarce. Here the image of the cathedral was helpful.
The attitude of the first cathedral builder who sees only
the job in front of him was present in the discussions. During the day almost everyone had a chance to be creative
and think about the purposefulness of different kinds of
work. Some felt it is important to strive for perfection in
one’s daily tasks, but it was clearly acknowledged that it is
too easy to get absorbed in the seemingly ever-increasing
busyness of modern life. Like the first stone-cutter, perhaps,
in concentrating too much on the details of our work we
can lose sight of why we started doing it in the first place,
and why we keep doing it.
The view of the second stonecutter was also present in
the discussions, as it captures the element of moral duty
and work as the act of providing for ones’ loved ones. One
participant clearly articulated the experience of community
as extended family, fostering not only a sense of personal
responsibility and contribution but also the care, friendship
and belonging that goes with it.
The need to maintain the perspective of the third stonecutter, who is strongly aware of the relationship between
the immediate task and the vision which inspires it, was
perhaps the central theme of the day but, understandably, was the least developed. Reflecting further on the
interaction between the images of the candle and of the
cathedral may help.
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First, the candle cannot be the cathedral
and vice versa. The former is individual,
small, soft and transient; the latter is
collective, large, hard and long lasting.
Each cannot be converted into the other
but must live in relation to each other.
Camphill’s candle is but one part of the
cathedral of wider human endeavours
for the good. Camphill will only fulfil its
destiny by engaging frankly and humbly
with the myriad of others who are, in
their own different stone-cuttery ways,
seeking to carve out the good.
This implies, secondly, that there are
many candles held by many stonecutters, none of which is the same, but all
of which shed a particular light on the
tasks in hand. While valuing the light of
its own candle Camphill will only grasp
the overall vision of the cathedral by
understanding the light shed by other
candles, held by other hands. Without
many candles the cathedral, as a whole, is invisible.
Finally and conversely, without the shelter of the cathedral, candles may simply be extinguished by the smallest
of breezes. Without vigorous participation in wide public
debates about the nature of ‘the good’, Camphill runs the
risk of being left outside the building, susceptible to ill
winds when they blow.
In Camphill Scotland generally, and in the Camphill
Scotland Research Group in particular, we are seeking in
our own modest way to understand what the candle of
Camphill is, how it relates to other candles and how the
insights enabled by these different candles can ensure that
visions of ‘the good’ in contemporary Scotland shelter and
foster the light of differences.
In the Beannachar Day Conference, in intuitive ways,
the residents made it clear that Camphill does exist, that
its work is of value but that the perspective of the third
stonecutter is too often weak in the communities. We are
greatly encouraged by recent moves in the Association
of Camphill Communities in the UK and Ireland to foster
more associative working among its members in general
and, in particular, to develop research as a means of both
engaging with contemporary changes and claiming a place
for Camphill. In that Association’s Forum Draft Report
the third recommendation, after recommending the need
for Neighbourhoods to meet to discuss the issues facing
Camphill and after recommending the (re)adoption of the
Spiritual Law, this Association stated that:
There is an urgent and clear need to support research.
There is the recognition that funding for such research
must be identified before it could be commenced.
However, that does not stop the Association of Camphill Communities identifying with groups interested
in such research.
We can only encourage individuals, communities, neighbourhoods and regions to commit themselves fully to these
initiatives internationally.

Maria Lyons, Neil Henery and Stephen Baron
For the Camphill Scotland Research Group

The Harbour Communities Elder Project sets sail for a new harbour
Tom Burns, Thornbury, England

I

n the September/October 2012 issue of Camphill Correspondence I wrote an article about the sixtieth anniversary
of the Sheiling School, Thornbury, in which the Harbour
Communities Project was mentioned in relation to the
symbolic Vision Tree on which we placed our individual
hopes as ‘vision leaves’ earlier in the summer: ‘The hopes
and aspirations of Camphill Communities Thornbury,
together with those representing the Thornbury Harbour
Community Elder Project group’, to quote from part of
what I wrote then.
While the vision leaves have remained hibernating in a
cupboard in Thornbury Park, the autumn and winter have
brought an unexpected development for the Harbour
Communities Elder Project. Those of us in the HC Project
group have gone through a crisis, or rather what I would
choose to call a ‘fire process’ in relation to our impulse,
after the decision was taken that the HC project could not
take place within the Sheiling School estate. The initial
shock and subsequent grieving for the loss of a physical
harbour for the project has proved to be the fire test that
our vision for the project has needed to move from vision
to gradual reality. Indeed, the separation of the HC Project
from the temporary harbour that the Sheiling School has
offered for the past four years has engendered in the carriers
of the HC vision greater resolve and enthusiasm to bring
it about within a new physical harbour. We have realised
that we are no longer constrained to fit the project into
a harbour that was not ideally suited to its impulse to be
self directed. We can now co-create the material elements
of our hoped for harbour in a form that will best serve its
social and cultural vision.
The project group have actually decided to research two
places to bring about physical harbours for the HC Project.
The present focus of activity is on Stroud, where most of the
project group are either already located or are wishing to
move to. We already have an identified site for which we
will submit an expression of interest in time for a deadline
at the end of January. We will continue to seek for other
sites should our expression of interest fail on this occasion.
We have also agreed to remain open to any potential site
becoming available in Thornbury town, with our two local
supporters of the HC Project, Dave and Sue Rowley, the
main co-carriers of this impulse.
I am writing this article two days after some of the HC
Project group met in Whittington House in Stroud with
Andrew Shadrake, advisor to HC, and with the very helpful participation of Anna Meuss and Hazel Straker from
Whittington House, together with the speaker phone
participation of an experienced Community Land Trust
and co-housing expert from Stroud. This was both a very
inspiring and practical meeting looking at how best to
respond to the opportunity that the present site in Stroud
offered. Beyond the immediate outcome of the meeting I
was struck by the realisation that we were all engaged in
a process of community building, the outcome of which
is not clear but where the authenticity, positivity and
open-minded attitude towards the process itself holds the
key to its eventual realisation. I saw us as a group of older
people from our late fifties upwards, wishing to co-create
a form of community appropriate to the needs of our time
and to engage with our locality and to others from other

walks of life, yet somehow fed by the deep wellspring of
our individual pasts within Camphill. We were resolutely
showing that we do not want to be the passive receivers
of help for our increasing needs in old age, but we are
inspired to find innovative ways to be active creators of
new forms of shared living and/or mutual support that
can help to bring social and cultural regeneration into the
wider local community.
I will now quote from our January 2013 document,
created by Stephen Hall in response to the need to condense and adapt our Vision Document to the present site
in Stroud, for which we are submitting an expression of
interest. By the time readers see this article in Camphill
Correspondence the specific reference to the site may no
longer be relevant, but I hope it will give readers a sense of
how our project group are attempting to bring our Vision
for Harbour Communities in relation to the opportunities
and challenges of a particular site. It should be noted that,
as Stephen’s document emphasises, the Stroud Harbour
Community will not be a charity. However, Harbour Communities is an initiative of the Wayfarers Life and Housing
Trust – a charitable body established by the late Peter
Burger and generously offered to Harbour Communities by
Peter for all our fund-raising. Peter was a very enthusiastic
co-carrier of Harbour Communities and saw it as the most
appropriate body to further the impulse of Wayfarers. The
present trustees of Wayfarers are Piet Blok, Patrick Ffrench
and Tom Burns, all HC Project members. The rest of the
HC project group are members of Wayfarers. Paul Abel
has become our part time administrator.
The present members of the Harbour Communities Project group are: Piet Blok, Patrick Ffrench, Stephen Hall, Tom
Burns, Pat Schofield, Margrit Schallberger, Ann Macmillan,
Noel Brading and Dave and Sue Rowley. Peter Bateson
also joined our Project group some time before Christmas.

Stroud Harbour Community: January 2013
The Vision
Harbour Communities are a response to the Wayfarers Life
and Housing Trust’s research into new ways of meeting the
needs of older people. Dignity, self-respect, empowerment
and personal development as well as person-centred care
are required for a meaningful life in later years.
Background
The community will not be exclusively a care home, or
even an eldercare community, but will contain elements
of both in a housing development where people of all ages
have the opportunity to find meaning in their lives. They
will be valued for who they are and what they bring to
community life, based on mutual support and respect. The
community will be robustly anti-ageist with an appropriate
balance of ages and abilities arrived at by consensus as
the project progresses.
Loneliness in old age is a huge issue in this country; so
too is poverty, insecurity, depression, ill health, dementia
and a feeling of uselessness and isolation. Younger people,
too, may suffer from these issues. Lack of appropriate,
affordable housing in the right place for access to all services is at the root of many of these problems. Harbour
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Communities seek to address these issues in bold and
imaginative ways, based in large part on the ethos
and values of Camphill communities worldwide,
but with added emphasis on integration into the
locality – people, amenities, and services.
Alternatives to free market, owner-occupied, or
conventionally rented housing models are being investigated as appropriate to the Harbour Community
in Stroud. Expert advice and partnerships are being
sought for Community Land Trust, Mutual Home
Ownership, Shared Equity or Co-Housing models
giving greater possibilities for resident participation and co-operative working in an affordable and
sustainable structure. Care and other support services
will be provided in residents’ own homes, giving independence and dignity as well as affordability. No details
have yet been finalised, and it is expected that potential
residents will take a large part in planning and setting up
the financial and administrative structure, together with
expert partners, as well as the building development itself.
Locally provided support services as needed by individual residents will be organised co-operatively by the
community. Integration into the locality will be encouraged
by engaging with mutual and self-help networks, helping
to develop such networks where they are needed. Crucial
to provision of cost effective support is localism, hence the
need for a central location in an urban environment, with
economies of scale from high density housing.

The Project
A local Project Group has formed, and we are now looking
for partners with whom to plan and develop a Harbour
Community in Stroud. A magnificent canal-side site has
been identified close to the town centre, with planning
permission for a mixed development including up to a
hundred housing units. A high-density, low-carbon complex on multiple levels consisting of flats, maisonettes and
terraced houses, together with common facilities – community rooms, café, library, care unit, craft rooms – is
potentially feasible, all within easy reach of shops, cafés,
pubs, cultural activity centres and services in the town centre. The living units would all be designed for easy access
to open space, many with balconies. Canal-side gardens,
walkways and seating areas on the long frontage could be
envisaged to take full advantage of the canal and lock, now
being restored. The Lock-keepers Café Bar is adjacent to
the property. The site, which has been a derelict eyesore
for many years, could be regenerated to become a major
asset for the area.
The ‘hub and periphery’ model of Harbour Community could be developed on this site in Stroud. St Luke’s
Medical Centre, The Christian Community, Gannicox and
Whittington House, with which many potential residents
in a new development would find affinity, are close by.
So also are the bus and train stations. On a wider scale,
Stroud has a multitude of progressive organisations involved in social, cultural, sustainability and economic
renewal projects – many of which share a similar ethos to
the Harbour impulse. Many care providers and networks
already exist, with which the new community will actively
seek to collaborate.
For more information, and to state an interest in this
exciting social and cultural renewal project, please email
stroud@harbourcommunities.org.uk, or leave a message on
0845 625 0847. An expanded vision/concept document is
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available.
A full scale
publicity campaign,
Clanabogan sculpture
including an updated website
will be launched shortly.
Stroud Harbour Community is an initiative of the Wayfarers Life and Housing Trust, Registered Charity number
1060480. Wayfarers Life and Housing Trust would gratefully receive donations from anyone wishing to remember
the Stroud Harbour Community project in their wills.

Tom has been a co-worker
in the Sheiling School for thirty-six years. He also
trained and worked as an art therapist, practising
outside the school for ten years. He was a main tutor
in Hibernia College of Art Therapy.

Clanabogan wood workshop
Hetty van Brandenburg, Clanabogan,
Northern Ireland

T

he pictures taken by the workshop master, Pierre
Spiegelberg, of the work created are a small proportion of the variety of pieces made in Clanabogan’s wood
workshop. Each one is a unique result of the creativity and
imagination of the woodworkers, guided by the wood.
Carving wooden figures in the workshop started a number
of years ago with a tall Green Man, which was placed
among the trees and bushes along the river path bordering the community and was followed by gnomes, dwarfs,
animals and other elemental beings, all dotted along the
paths in and around the estate, where they seemed to
belong naturally.
The residents and co-workers are inspired, encouraged
and keen to express their creativity with chisel and mallet. Also some local people are interested to come and
carve, and the figures are wanted by shops too. The wood
workshop has been invited to exhibit some sculptures in
St. Columb’s Cathedral in the walled city of Derry/Londonderry which is the City of Culture for this year.
For further information contact the wood workshop via
the office tel. +44 (0)28 8225 6100.

The Elysia Therapeutic Centre, Stourbridge
Melanie Taylor, Stourbridge, England
e would like to share news of our project for anthroposophical therapeutic renewal in the West Midlands,
England, the therapies and facilities we have to offer and our
intentions for the future. Our intention is to give a brief overview of our work out of a sense of collaboration, professional
development and research, in line with the spirit of the Medical
Section of the School of Spiritual Science.

W

Facilities
The partners at the Elysia Therapeutic Centre are glad to be able
to share their vision and space by additionally offering a room
rental service. This facility is open to individual therapists or to
groups who wish to hold their meetings, AGM’s and workshops
in Stourbridge. Our meeting room comfortably seats fifteen to
eighteen people. Please enquire for our charges and availability.

The Elysia Therapeutic Centre
The Elysia Therapeutic Centre opened in February 2012 as
a therapist-led centre, which aims to support and promote
health and wellbeing. Founded on the principles of the anthroposophic health care model as practiced at Park Attwood
Therapeutic Clinic in Worcestershire (1979–2009), it offers a
range of therapies including Biographical Counselling, Psychosynthesis Psychotherapy, Rhythmical Massage and related body
therapies, Eurythmy Therapy, Artistic Therapies and Oasis
group work. The partners are Jane Chase, Annette Gordon,
Monika Horber, Adrian Large, Sebastian Parsons, Jane Sahin,
Frances Tagg and Melanie Taylor (Director). These partners
come together around a common vision in which healing,
education, culture and celebration are integrated and form a
creative platform for individual and social renewal.

Events
Wellness Days: 20 April and 22 June 2013. Wellness days
provide time out for an energy boost to renew, relax and reflect. You will be guided to choose from a range of therapies,
enjoy a delicious organic lunch and listen to an inspiring talk
on health related topics.
Oasis Groups, please enquire for times after Easter with
Melanie Taylor
Therapeutic Art Group. Thursday mornings 10.30am –
12noon £15 per person. Each person will be supported through
their own creative process to discover more about themselves
through painting, sculpture and drawing. No artistic experience necessary. Individual sessions available in the afternoon.

Therapeutic model and principle
Each of the therapists in this multi-disciplinary team is self-employed. As such they work individually with clients. Where clients
wish for and may benefit from broader and deeper therapeutic
input, therapists may work collaboratively to support the client
through a process. A guiding principle for their work is a view of
health care, which corresponds with the increasingly recognised
principle of Salutogenesis as described by Aaron Antonovsky
(1923–1994). Antonovsky views health holistically. For him health
is more than the absence of illness. It is a sense of well-being and
the ability of the organism to deal with strain and pressure in
facing the challenges, stress and crises of our time in a new and
conscious way. In this sense, health and a positive attitude towards
life is no static state but a highly active and self-regulating process.
This principle informs the therapeutic model in which particular attention is paid to harmonizing and strengthening the
body and to cultivating a sense of life that has purpose, meaning
and value. Crises, illness and suffering are seen as opportunities
for renewed balance, positive change and personal growth.
For individuals seeking advice, free consultations can be arranged with our Health Coordinator to help guide you in choosing which therapy or therapies may suit your individual needs.
The legal and economic context for the centre
The Elysia Therapeutic Centre grew out of Elysia Consortium
for Social and Therapeutic Renewal. The common modusoperandi shared by all members of the Consortium is anthroposophic health care. The Consortium has a national remit whose
membership is based on a professional approach to research,
collaboration and development. It welcomes enquiries from
individual therapists and groups who are interested in finding
out more. The Centre operates as a simple Limited Liability
Partnership (LLP) and both Centre and Consortium work associatively within the Elysia Commons, an overarching body
that fosters meaningful work in organisations, inspired by the
insights of Rudolf Steiner. For further information please see
www.elysiaconsortium.org.

PAFAM Retreat – (Patients and Friends of Anthroposophic Medicine)
Facilitated by Building Bridges. 26–28 April
Led by: Dr James Dyson and Fiona Chapman
The Silver Birch Tree; Phenomenology, Mythology and
Medical Insights
Please phone Cathie Green on: 01562 632360
or email: cathiegreen@blueyonder.co.uk
Therapeutic Intensive 12–18 May 2013. A seven day retreat
focussing on individual health will be led by the in-house
therapeutic team together with Dr. James Dyson, a specialist in
anthroposophic medicine. The aim of the intensive is to support
the client in their healing process. The Therapeutic Intensive
includes rhythmical massage, eurythmy and art therapy, counselling, medical consultations and some group activities. The
range of therapies address body, soul and spirit and support
the client in gentle, caring and active participation towards
their own health. Lunch will be provided by the centre; where
possible it will be locally sourced biodynamic or organic food.
Refreshments will be available throughout the day. Visitors will
need to cater for their own breakfasts and dinners. The intensive is designed so that clients can arrive on Sunday afternoon
and leave on the following Saturday at midday. Following an
introduction to the week there will be the opportunity to have
a preliminary consultation with Dr Dyson on the Sunday afternoon before therapies begin on Monday. There will be the
possibility for one or two further consultations during the week.
The intensive will end with a group talk on Saturday morning.
Optional evening events of a more social or cultural nature
also enhance the retreat aspects of your stay. Accommodation:
Please book into local B&B accommodation for overnight stays.
For a list of B&B’s please email or telephone. Cost: £885. Spaces
limited to 8 people.
If you would like regular updates on our events and activities,
including a seasonal newsletter, please email or write to us to
be added to our database.
The Elysia Therapeutic Centre, 52 Bowling Green Road
Stourbridge, West Midlands, UK Tel: +44 (0)1384 392072
www.elysiacentre.org  info@elysiacentre.org
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Triform Camphill Community warmly invites applications from people with previous Camphill experience to join us as householders.
Located in Hudson, New York, Triform is a residential community for
young adults with developmental disabilities. Now in its 34th year, it
includes a dynamic mix of over 110 people spanning many generations, cultures and ranges of ability. Forty young adults with social,
mental, physical and emotional disabilities live and work side-byside with full time volunteer resident staff and the staff’s families on
a 410 acre biodynamic/organic farm in beautiful Columbia County,
New York.









SEEKING HOUSEHOLDERS AND WORK LEADERS









In addition to our certified biodynamic/organic farm and garden,
Triform offers craft workshops such as a weavery, pottery and a bakery. To create a harmonious balance to the work life, we also offer
artistic courses in the afternoons such as music, eurythmy, painting
and drama. We welcome applications from individuals who wish to
share their gifts and talents with us!
Please visit our website at www.triform.org to learn more about
our community. If you are interested, please contact our office at
518-851-9320 ext. 12 to arrange a visit. We look forward to hearing from you.
20 Triform Road, Hudson, NY 12534
(518) 851-9320 ext.12 www.triform.org; volunteer@triform.org
Triform Camphill Community is a non denominational community
which does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, creed, gender
or national origin and is a not-for-profit organization.

pointandcircle
pointandcircle

Magazine for Curative Education and Social Therapy

Self Catering Holiday House: The White House Killin
Set within the beautiful
Loch Lomond and
Trossachs National Park,
The White House is in an
ideal location to explore
the natural beauty of
Highland Perthshire,
Scotland. Situated in a
secluded setting near
the shores of Loch Tay, this area offers outstanding op-portunities
for touring, walking, cycling, bird watching and canoeing.
Comprises 5 bedrooms with accommodation
for up to 12 persons sharing.
contact neil@ochiltowerschool.org for a brochure and availability
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Wild Flowers Montecastelli Craigie Aitchison

Michaelmas 2012

The magazine for
anthroposophical
curative education
and social therapy
throughout the world.
We would be pleased to
send you a subscription
(£18.00 for four issues a
year including postage) or
an individual copy (£4.50 +
postage) so you can see for
yourself why this magazine
has been so well received.

Thank you for your support and interest – it helps to keep
the anthroposophical world of curative education and
social therapy informed, focussed, engaged, and listening!

Please contact: Bianca Hugel (Subscriptions) at
pandcsubs@gmail.com
or at:
7 Wheeler Street, Stourbridge, West Mids, UK, DY8 1XL

Camphill Le Béal is a small land-based community
in the South of France, home to 23 villagers. We
are 23 long-term co-workers, some of whom are
living in with their children, and we welcome
several short-term co-workers every year.
The life of Le Béal revolves around four house
communities, three main workshops (a vegetable
garden, a small farm and a herb workshop), and
a rich social and cultural life.
In preparation for the future of our community,
we are looking for enthusiastic committed people,
either singles or a family, willing to share our life
and work. We are especially looking for a trained
or experienced
gardener
Entry Requirements:
Anthroposophic
Healthbiodynamic
and Social
Careor farmer
ready
to
join
the
existing
team.
You must normally have a Bachelor's degree or equivalent from a recognised institution.
Applicants need to have some knowledge of the
However, if you can demonstrate that you are capable of studying at a higher level and have
French language and experience in working with
evidence of recent study and/or professional development you will be considered for the course.
vulnerable people. If you are interested, please
The course will begin in April 2013 and ends in July 2013 and will take place on the following
visit our website (www.lebeal.org) and contact us
weekends: 27/28 April, 1/2 June, 29/30 June, 20/21 July at Ruskin Mill, Nailsworth, Gloucesat contact@lebeal.com.
tershire See the website: http://rmt.org
Each weekend will begin at 11.00am on Saturday and end at approximately 3.30pm on each An OFFER. I can currently offer more possibilities
Sunday.
to lead/share singing, folk dancing, eurythmy, and
The course fee is £400 and is payable on registration and is non-refundable. For those students handbell ringing.
who progress onto the MSc in Practical Skills Therapeutic Education (Integrated Professional
Development) accredited by University of the West of England the full course fee of £400 will Thirty years’ experience in and outside of
Camphill.
be deducted from their fees.

Preparing for Postgraduate Study
Crossfields Institute has designed this short course for learners from a wide range of professional backgrounds, including teachers, administrators, care workers, leaders and managers.
It is aimed at individuals who have been away from formal academic study for a long period
and who wish to pursue a postgraduate qualification or higher degree and desire a more solid
foundation in academic study skills and independent research skills. The course aims to develop students’ skills of critical analysis and logical thinking together with the ability to study
and research independently.
The course takes place over one weekend a month for four months and teaching consists of
lectures and seminars. All students are expected to spend time outside class preparing topics
for discussion, completing assignments and doing independent research and further reading.

For more information and registration contact Jane Tyler on: 01453-837609
or Email: jane.tyler@crossfieldsinstitute.com
or the Programme Director Dr Kenneth Gibson: kenneth@crossfieldsinstitute.com

Are you looking for a Camphill Community life?
We are a village community of about 65 people living in seven households on a 60 acre biodynamic
farm in a beautiful coastal location south of Dublin. As well as workshops and gardens, we have
a Steiner Kindergarden, good local state schooling in nearby Gorey, an anthroposophical medical
practice and a regional Camphill seminar.
We are a solid core of committed people and to build up the community we are seeking others to
join us as houseparents and as landworkers in June and in autumn. The needs are manifold, yet we
are trying to work out of the essentials of Camphill.
If you are interested to join our team please contact us on 00353 53 24911
or email to duffcarrig@camphill.ie

We are looking for a single
lady interested in helping
take responsibility in the
Guest House and also
supporting companions
with learning difficulties. Camphill experience
would be an advantage
though not essential. The
position is in vocational
volunteer capacity. More
information is available
on the website
seahorsesisleofwight.com
Contact
Brenda or Boris
Tel: +44 (0)1983 752574
Email:
seahorses-iow@tiscali.co.uk

If interested please contact Joan Harris at Camphill
Milton Keynes Community, phone 01908968161,
joan_harris@hotmail.com (underscore between
joan and harris)

Professional & Personal Development Training in

Seahorses
Guest House
Victoria Road,
Freshwater,
Isle of Wight
PO40 9PP

‘Sing for Joy’ sessions of 1–5 days for rounds
and songs (seasonal, work, international,
spirituals, ecology, peace, uplifting).
Thursdays–Sundays best – unless I come for a
period of weeks.
Needs – food and travel costs (lodging if further
afield). Contributions to CMKC Music Fund
are welcome but not obligatory. Even places
blessed with musicians can appreciate a
'breath of fresh air' from a visiting musician!

MENTAL HEALTH

Led by experienced professionals working in the field of mental health

October 2013 to Summer 2016
Themes covered
in the training
include:
• Anthroposophic, pschodynamic, biographic and
psycho-spiritual perspectives on developmental
stages and psychological
develpoment.Related care
and protection issues.
• The significance of
relationship in the
context of development,

mental health and care:
Attachment, Dependency,
Independence, Interdependence.
• Somatic perspective of
psychiatric illness and a
unique understanding of
twelve fundamental
personality disorders.
• Neurosis and psychosis:
Anxiety, depression,
bi-polar and obsessive
compulsive disorders,

eating disorders, schizophrenia, autism and dual
diagnosis.

Psychological Crises
Therapeutic Response
Self Development

• An exploration of meaning and spiritual emergence
in the context of personal
Twelve five-day seminars
and social trauma, soul
crisis and mental health.
spanning three years.

Applications to:

CPD Training to enhance

Karen Kamp, Administrator
Wester Lochloy Farmhouse,
Lochloy Rd, Nairn, Scotland
IV12 5LE
Tel: 01667 459343
E-mail:

therapeutic, social and

mentalhealthseminar@yahoo.com

Health and Social Care.

The course fee: £6600 inclusive of
full board, and lodging

personal competency for
care professionals and
managers in the field of
Applications from others
will be considered.
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Wooden sculpture made at Clanabogan Wood Workshop

The Dove Logo of the Camphill movement is a symbol of the pure, spiritual principle which underlies the physical human form.
Uniting soon after conception with the hereditary body, it lives on unimpaired in each human individual.
It is the aim of the Camphill movement to stand for this ’Image of the Human Being’ as expounded in Rudolf Steiner’s work,
so that contemporary knowledge of the human being may be enflamed by the power of love.
Camphill Correspondence tries to facilitate this work through free exchange within and beyond the Camphill movement.
Therefore, the Staff of Mercury, the sign of communication which binds the parts of the organism into the whole,
is combined with the Dove in the logo of Camphill Correspondence.

Editors:
Maria Mountain (Editor and Adverts) 37 Highfield Road, Halesowen, West Midlands, B63 2DH, UK
Email: campcorresp@gmail.com
Deborah Ravetz, 11 Upper Close, Forest Row, England, RH18 5DS
Subscriptions:
Bianca Hugel, 7 Wheeler Street, Stourbridge, DY8 1XL, UK
Email: campcosubs@gmail.com
Advertisements:
Suggested contribution of £25–£45 per small announcement/advert.
Visa/Mastercard details or cheques can be sent to Bianca (address above), made out to Camphill Correspondence.
Subscriptions:
£22.80 per annum for six issues, or £3.80 for copies or single issues.
Please make your cheque payable to Camphill Correspondence and send with your address to Bianca Hugel (address above),
or you can pay by Visa or MasterCard, stating the exact name as printed on the card, the card number, and expiry date.
Back Copies:
are available from Bianca Hugel and from Camphill Bookshop, Aberdeen
Deadlines:
Camphill Correspondence appears bi-monthly in January, March, May, July, September and November.
th
Deadlines for ARTICLES are: Jan 30 , Mar 30th, May 30th, July 30th, Sept 30th and Nov 25th.
ADVERTISEMENTS and SHORT ITEMS can come up to ten days later than this.
Camphill Correspondence Ltd, registered in England 6460482
Lay-up by Christoph Hänni, Produced by www.roomfordesign.co.uk

